Let security be
the enabler of
collaboration
A secure content and collaboration
platform for classified content.

Connect. Create.
Collaborate. Securely.
With an ever increasing amount of data and more
threats to data security, it has never been more
important for organisations to be proactive in ensuring
their sensitive information stays safe. In an attempt to
do so, most organisations add more layers of security,
limiting collaboration and slowing productivity.
Kojensi Gov is a secure content and collaboration cloud
service that enables government agencies to secure
their data, whilst unlocking collaboration, promoting
creativity and supercharging productivity. Agencies
no longer need to add layers of security, which slow
productivity and complicate processes. Agencies, and
their partners, can create, edit and save documents in
a secure space.
Kojensi Gov’s unique benefit is its next generation
security model. You can easily set access conditions
on the content you have contributed to shared
workspaces, and dynamically control whether other
users can edit your information or discover it through
search. Workspaces can be as open or as restrictive as
necessary, giving you full control over your classified
information.

Government Security and Compliance

Kojensi Gov meets stringent requirements by classifying
data in accordance with the Protective Security Policy
Framework (PSPF). Data is stored within an ASDaccredited PROTECTED cloud service provider and can
be scaled to SECRET and above, in a private cloud.

Inter-agency Collaboration

Kojensi Gov gives your agency the secure platform
to collaborate both within your agency and across
agencies. Extensive file commenting, version control
and discussion forums empower your agency and
partners to increase productivity and collaboration.

Secure Online Editing

Kojensi Gov allows you to create and co-author
documents inside the Kojensi Gov platform. Kojensi
Gov ensures your information stays within the secure
environment, accessible by authorised parties only.

Distributed Administration

Kojensi Gov enables team leads to set up shared
workspaces and invite contractors and partners to
collaborate. Security and sharing settings are set by
the workspace owner to guide users in the appropriate
classification of the content they contribute.
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For more information visit:

www.kojensigov.com

Scale up your security and collaboration with Kojensi Gov
Kojensi Gov is designed with security at its core to ensure it meets the stringent
compliance and security guidelines and regulations set by the Australian Government.

PSPF

ISM

Privacy Act

Kojensi Gov helps you meet your
mandatory PSPF information
security requirements out-of-thebox by enabling users to apply
protective markings to new or
uploaded files.

Hosted within an accredited
PROTECTED cloud service provider,
Kojensi Gov meets the stringent
information security controls set
out in the Australian Government’s
Information Security Manual (ISM).

Kojensi Gov assists agencies in
marking and managing private
information, to better comply
with the Australian National
Privacy Principles and global data
protection requirements.
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